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Brute-Force URL browser – Student Worksheet  
 

Designed by Oliver Pohl and Tom Telford 

Learning Outcomes 

• To be able to download python and other files from the internet using a terminal; 

• Executing python code in Linux and searching a website for hidden directories; 

• Identify the hidden directories. 

Background 
Kali  Linux  is  a  Debian-based  Linux  distribution  aimed  at  advanced  Penetration  Testing  and  Security 
Auditing. Kali contains several hundred tools which are geared towards various information security tasks, 

When one creates a website, there must be web directories for which different sections of the websites can be stored.
If these sections of the website contain sensitive information or fields ,of which the normal user is 
not allowed to access, then the site owner/creator decides to hide these directories from the common
user, normally by not giving them an accessible link to these directories. Most websites will have an admin login
page  but only the web admin will know the exact URL to get to that specific point on the website 
and the specific URL can change from website to website.

This toolkit will allow you to brute force browse for those hidden directories, which are not accessible 
to the common user. This id one by automatically typing in URLs and checking if they exist by not getting a 
404 error, which means they're either not up or do not exist Eventually, after exhausting 
one's word list you might find some of the hidden website directories 

Of course, the obvious drawback would be that the programme takes a long time to actually fully run as checking 
all of the directories will be an iterative process ,that takes time depending on how large your world list is.
One option that can relatively speed up your process is to have the more of the 
common hidden directories checked first as Some sites which are less “security” minded will have,  just used, common  
hidden directories to store their sensitive information Like “adminlogin.php” ,which if they have should
also be very simple to exploit. 

In a normal site analysis, a program  like ours would have also been used in conjunction with another program
Called a spider. A spider program will go  through  websites  using the links to travel page to page and will begin to
log the URLS of the website which are accessible by purely using the links . Using a spider and
our  brute-force-browser one can get a map of the whole website and allow for other programs like 
vulnerability scanners to fully scan a website and allow for a better report at the end. 
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Hardware Required 

Component Number (Peli Case) Component Number (Box Case) Component 

(Base) 4 + 5 Slot 1 Raspberry Pi + Case 

(Base) 5 Slot 11 Kali Linux SD Card 

(Base) 9 Slot 2 TFT Screen 

(Level 1) 3 Slot 11 HDMI 

(Level 1) 3 Slot 11 Wireless Keyboard 

(Level 1) 5 Slot 12 Wireless Mouse 

(Level 1) 1 Slot 13 Power Supply Unit 

Project assembly/ Code setup: 

Step 1: Ensure that all the hardware required is taken out of the Peli or Box case; 

Step 2: Insert the Kali SD Card into the SD Card slot on the Raspberry Pi; 

Step 3: Insert the USB dongle for the keyboard and mouse (or connect an external USB keyboard and 
mouse); 

Step 4: Connect the TFT Screen to the Raspberry Pi GPIO pins ensuring that the HDMI ports align on 
the side. Connect the HDMI to HDMI U shaped connector between the Raspberry Pi and the 
TFT  Screen.  (If  using  an  external  monitor  connect  the  HDMI  cable  directly  to  the  external 
monitor and you do not need to use the TFT Screen); 

Step 5: You are now ready to power on the Raspberry Pi. Plug in the power supply unit into your wall 
power outlet and connect the mini USB cable to the power socket on the Raspberry Pi. You 
should get a red light appear and a green/amber light flashing as the Raspberry Pi starts to boot 
up; 

Step 6: Once the Kali OS has booted up you will need to log in using the username: root and password: 
toor; 

Step 7: Make sure your Raspberry Pi is either connected to your WiFi or connected to the internet using 
an Ethernet cable and connecting it using the Ethernet port on the Raspberry Pi; 
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Step 8: 
Download the code from Tom’s gitub.using the terminal with this command 
“wget https://gist.githubusercontent.com/TomTEK883/18921ef04
561a58cbce3549f1bf5776d/raw/a56f1e84d63af734577a18df62f99bfb8800c8c3
/python-brute-force-serach.py” (watch out for spaces when using copy and paste!!) 

. 

Step 9: l 

Step 10: Download the Word list from the command 
provided “wget https://localdomain.pw/Content-Bruteforcing-Wordlist/burp-wordlist.txt” 
this is a large file therefore it will take more time than the python  code 

Step 11:  Now to begin the run the code , run the command “sudo python3 {python-brute-force-search.py 

Conclusion 

This project was produced in order to give the follower of this guide a better understanding of the structure 
of a website and how websites can be manipulated by owners to protect them from malicious users who 
could perform malpractices when  accessing sensitive data about the website or company. I believe that also if 
one were to take time, for example by breaking down the target to gain more information, they would be able 
to create a much easier scenario in which they are able to review and produce a higher quality report. 
Though I do stress that due to the weak processing power of the Raspberry Pi, it would not be a viable 
system to perform such analysis 

We  n e e d  t o ch a n g e  t h e  p e r m is s ion s  of t h e  f ile  s o it  c a n  b e  e xc a u t e d . Th is  is  d on e  b y 
w ir t in g  in  t h e  t e r m in a l “c h m od  -x { p yt h on -b r u t e -for c e -s e a r ch .p y} ”

Raw code

https://localdomain.pw/Content-Bruteforcing-Wordlist/burp-wordlist.txt
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Disclaimer 
Any  actions  and  or  activities  related  to  the  material  contained  within  this  Website  is  solely  your 
responsibility. The misuse of the information in this website can result in criminal charges brought against 
the persons in question. Cyber Security Associates Limited will not be held responsible for any criminal 
charges brought against any individuals misusing the information in these projects to break the law.    
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